With MBUX, Mercedes-Benz introduces a new generation of user-friendly tech. It’s quite possibly the most capable, natural and intuitive interface from any automaker.

- Natural language voice control keeps drivers focused on the road
- MBUX Interior Assistant helps drivers master their car with gesture control***
- Augmented Video Navigation layers graphics on-screen in real time for detailed directions

**SAFETY HIGHLIGHTS** that protect your employees.

**Active Lane Keeping Assist**
Cameras watch the road and vibrate the steering wheel when the vehicle drifts out of its lane.

**Blind Spot Assist**
Icons in the side mirror light up when radar sensors detect a vehicle alongside yours.

**PRE-SAFE®**
Learns driving patterns, detects drowsiness and alerts drivers if it’s time to rest.

**Active Brake Assist**
If drivers fail to respond to visual and audible warnings, braking automatically initiates.

**Adaptive Highbeam Assist**
Adapts headlamps to current conditions so drivers can see the road like never before.

**In the market for a new fleet?** There's a wider range of Mercedes-Benz cars and SUVs than you think. Companies with three or more vehicles receive our full incentive offering from $2,250–$8,000.* This upfront incentive, combined with high residual values, provides a very competitive total cost of ownership.

**MY20 A-Class Sedan**
From $32,800**

**MY20 GLC SUV**
From $42,500**

**MY20 C-Class Sedan**
From $41,400**

**MY20 GLB SUV**
From $36,600**
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**More vehicles. More benefits.**
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Our vehicles have never been more affordable to own and operate.

- A-Class has the lowest insurance and depreciation costs in its class
- Fleet pricing — generous incentives on a whole host of Mercedes-Benz vehicles
- Innovative safety features that can help reduce crashes and protect your bottom line
- More uptime: 10,000 mile service intervals means less time in the shop
- Over 380 Mercedes-Benz dealerships create a fleet-focused service network, decreasing downtime and increasing driver productivity

Visit mbusa.com/fleet to find out more information.
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Regional Fleet Manager, Northeast Region  
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Business Development Manager  
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Strategic Account Manager  
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*GLC Coupe has a $1,000 incentive.
**Suggested starting MSRP excludes all options, taxes, title, registration, transportation charge and dealer prep fee. Actual prices may vary by dealer.
***MBUX Interior Assistant is only available for select models.
†Optional equipment shown.
††MY20 A-Class to be available early 2020.
†††MY20 GLB: Subject to availability with an estimated release date of November/December 2019.